Frequently Asked Questions
Edmodo
1. How to copy Edmodo URL profile?
Ans: On your edmodo home page, click on your profile icon (top right corner), then select settings,
from there you can copy your edmodo URL
2. Whether Edmodo is free web service/app like google Classroom
Ans: Yes Edmodo is free to use, they also have premium version with advanced features. Edmodo
has mobile app too just like google classroom.
3. How and where to create my library in Edmodo?
Ans: You can find My library on top of the screen, where you can see your conducted quizes,
assignments, shared material etc.
4. I m not getting how to post a message on classroom and how to create poll and about material
Ans: Form home page click on your class, then you can see " start a discussion, share class materials
etc" below to your class code, click on that, you can post a poll or share material. See the below
screenshot:

5. I could not find the assignment quiz and post option ?
Ans: Click on any class to get these options.
6. My ppt in Marathi about the Leadership but can’t do the pdf file
Ans: No need to convert into pdf, you can directly share ppt or any file which is on your phone or
computer.

7. How to add students in Edmodo? Can we repeat the Quiz and assignment question as we taken in
previous activity?
Ans: Share your class code with students or invite them via mail. Then they have to sign up or login
as a student ( not as a teacher) by entering the class code
8. How Edmodo looks in Mobile App?

Ans: Mobile version looks like as above. This is layout of mobile app, in this bottom of the screen
you can see classes, click to go to particular class. Then click on plus symbol to create class or join
9. My profile is saved as a student. Hence can’t create a class. What to do now?
Ans: Login to student account then goto settings remove email as primary

10. After creating different classes can student see all or particular. How to make particular?
Ans: Student need code or invitation for each class, he can't join to all by default
11. How to collect assignment from Stud.
Ans: From student end, they have option to reply to assignment, so they can submit by uploading
assignment file
12. Is there any option to remove or delete our previous course after completion?
Ans: Click on classes, then class management, then three horizontal lines, select archive to remove
13. In my Edmodo profile my last name is repeatedly shown. How to edit?
Ans: To make changes to your profile like name photo etc, click on profile then settings, there you
can change your details under personal information
14. What are advantages and disadvantages of Edmodo compared to Google classroom...?
Ans: Every LMS has some advantages and disadvantages over the other. In our opinion Edmodo is
organized properly than google classroom, especially interms of quiz condution, gradings, exporting
students grades, etc. Math support. Also Edmodo offers you unique URL, this can be viewed by any
one, a proof for NAAC ( during LMS usage). If you ask us to select among two, we go for Edmodo.
15. Edmodo hanged and I lost my prepared quiz where to find it?
Ans: Due to Covid-19, usage of LMS has increased, so edmodo may be working little slow, otherwise,
it works fast in general, we are using it from last 2 years. Go to my library on top, there you can find
my quizzes, you can find auto saved quizzes there. From there you can edit or assign
16. Can we assign negative points for wrong answer in emodo ?
Ans: No
17. Is it compulsory to give due date to quiz or assignment. I had problems while assigning without
due date explain
Ans: Yes
18. There is problem in subject list. These subjects are not related to BEd syllabus and also there is
no typing facility. How to write subject & Stream name?
Ans: You can select suitable or close to it if exact name is not avaialable

19. Whether answers are case sensitive in fill in the blank question?
Ans: Yes, In fill in the blanks, there is always a problem with case sensitive, spelling, etc. So select
questions whose answers are numbers etc.

20. While assigning quiz, I pressed that button three times, so three times showing .so how to
remove two assignments which is assigned three times. Assignment is same. But assign three times.
Ans: Goto home page of class, where you can see all the posts, then clcik on three horizontal dots,
select delete
21. Is there any security in Edmodo?
Ans: yes to maximum extent , but no website gives guarantee of full security in this current
technological world.
22. Suppose student joined Edmodo or Google class recently, can he see previous assignments,
material and quizes.
Ans: No
23. Can we prepare quiz from android app?
Ans: No. As we have already informed, mobile version have some limitations. Through their official
mobile app, we can't create quiz. But in mobile, through browser we can still set the quiz.
24. Sir while writing any chemical formula we need superscript and subscription then from where we
have to add it?
Ans: Edmodo supports math symbols and equations. For that we have to type [math] x^3 [/math]
Screenshot for some examples with how to type is given below:

25. How to remove student from class?
Ans: To remove student from class... Go to members... Then go that student... In front of three dots
will be there... Click on that...choose Last option Remove from class
26. How to Edit Class name in Edmodo?
Ans: Click on Three dots near + symbol... Go to advanced settings... Change title ... Save changes.
27. How to use for practical subjects of commerce?
Ans: You can use these apps for sharing notes... Study material related to subject... Also can be used
for announcements and posts
28. How to post video lectures in Edmodo?
Ans: Select video file and upload it. Or you can share its link if videos are online

